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1.

INFORMATION ON BOARD MEMBERS PROPOSED FOR ELECTION

Mathias Pedersen
Proposed Board member
Swedish Citizen
Born 1971
Mathias Pedersen is the CEO of Qliro Group since June 2020 and was prior to that the company's CFO
since August 2016. He has previously had assignments for e.g. Kinnevik, East Capital Group, Investor
AB and the Wallenberg Foundations. He is Board member of Qliro Group's subsidiaries CDON AB,
Nelly NLY AB and Qliro Group Shared Services AB.
Mathias Pedersen holds a master’s degree from Stockholm School of Economics and a PMD in General
Management from Harvard Business School.
Not independent of the company and executive management but independent of major shareholders.
Shareholdings (including related parties): 240,000 shares.
Josephine Salenstedt
Proposed Board member
Swedish Citizen
Born 1984
Josephine Salenstedt is Partner at Rite Ventures, has assignments as Chairman of the Board of Söder
Sportfiske AB and is Board member in Paradox Interactive AB and Doro AB among others. Her previous
assignments include inter alia being Chairman of the Board in Skincity.
Josephine Salenstedt holds a master's degree in finance from Stockholm School of Economics.
Independent of the company and executive management but not independent of major shareholders.
Shareholdings (including related parties): indirect holding via Rite Ventures which holds (as per 202009-04) 10,321,494 ordinary shares in Qliro Group.

2.

STATEMENT BY THE BOARD PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 18, SECTION 4, OF THE
SWEDISH COMPANIES ACT

The Board of Directors in Qliro Group AB (publ) (”Qliro Group”) proposes that the Extraordinary
General Meeting on 28 September 2020 resolves to distribute all shares in the wholly-owned subsidiary
Qliro AB, reg. no. 556962-2441 (“Qliro”) to the ordinary shareholders in Qliro Group. In view of the
Board of Directors’ dividend proposal, the Board of Directors hereby presents the following reasoned
statement pursuant to Chapter 18, Section 4 of the Swedish Companies Act (Sw. Aktiebolagslag
(2005:551)).
The value of the distribution of the shares in Qliro is determined based on the book value at the time of
the distribution of the shares to Qliro Group’s ordinary shareholders with the application of applicable
accounting rules. The book value of the shares in Qliro corresponds at the time of this statement, and is
expected at the time of the distribution of the shares in Qliro to correspond, to a total of SEK 708.7
million hence representing the total value that is proposed to be distributed to the ordinary shareholders.
As of 31 December 2019, Qliro Group’s unrestricted equity amounted to SEK 953.2 million. No
decision on value transfer to the shareholders has since then been made. Profits available to the
Extraordinary General Meeting thus amount to SEK 953.2 million. The company's equity has not
increased or decreased due to assets or liabilities being valued in accordance with Chapter 4 Section 14a
of the Annual Reports Act (Sw. Årsredovisningslag (1995:1554)).
Following the decision of the Extraordinary General Meeting on the distribution of shares in Qliro in
accordance with the Board's proposal, it is assessed in accordance with Chapter 17, Section 3, first
paragraph, of the Swedish Companies Act, the remaining available amount amounts to approximately
SEK 244.5 million. The Board finds that there is full coverage for the company's equity, in accordance
with Chapter 17, Section 3, first paragraph, of the Swedish Companies Act, after the proposed dividend.
According to the Board's assessment, the company's and the group's equity after the proposed dividend
will be sufficient in relation to the requirements that the nature, scope and risks of the business, including
effects of the general financial situation, place upon the size of the company's and group's equity as well
as the company's and group's consolidation needs, liquidity and position in general. In this regard, the
Board has taken into account the company's communicated strategy of dividing the group into three
separate companies as well as the company's and the group's historical development.
The company's and the group's equity are considered to be, also after the proposed dividend, satisfactory
in relation to the industry in which the group operates. The value transfer does not affect Qliro Group’s
and the group's ability to, in due time, meet existing and anticipated payment obligations. Qliro Group’s
and the group's liquidity forecasts include preparedness to cope with variations in the current payment
obligations.
The Board considers that the company and the group, taking into account the directed new issue of
shares that the Board has resolved upon on 26 August 2020, are well equipped for future business risks
and also to withstand any losses. The proposed dividend does not jeopardize the completion of the
investments deemed necessary.
In light of the above, the Board considers that the proposed dividend is compatible with the
precautionary rule in Chapter 17, Section 3, second and third paragraphs, of the Swedish Companies
Act.
_____________
Stockholm, 1 September 2020
QLIRO GROUP AB (PUBL)
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

3.

REPORT BY THE BOARD PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 18, SECTION 6, OF THE
SWEDISH COMPANIES ACT

The Board of Directors in Qliro Group AB (publ) (”Qliro Group”) proposes that the Extraordinary
General Meeting on 28 September 2020 resolves to distribute all shares in the wholly-owned subsidiary
Qliro AB, reg. no. 556962-2441 (“Qliro”) to the ordinary shareholders in Qliro Group. In view of the
Board of Directors’ dividend proposal, the Board of Directors hereby presents the following report
pursuant to Chapter 18, Section 6 of the Swedish Companies Act.
Since 31 December 2019, the following value transfers and changes in the company’s restricted equity
have occurred.
As of 31 December 2019, the company's non-restricted equity amounted to SEK 953.2 million. The
Annual General Meeting on 12 May 2020 resolved not to distribute any dividend and that retained
earnings and share premium reserve as well as the result of the year would be carried forward. On 26
August 2020 the Board of Directors resolved, based on the authorisation granted by the Annual General
Meeting on 12 May 2020, on a directed share issue of 29,954,951 million ordinary shares, by which the
share capital was increased by SEK 29,954,951. No other changes have taken place in the company's
restricted equity since 31 December 2019.
Subsequent to the presentation of the annual report for the financial year 2019, the company has
published the enclosed interim report for the period January-June 2020 on 15 July 2020, Appendix A,
as well as press releases available on the company's website. In addition to what is specified in these
press releases and the enclosed interim report, no events of material significance for the company's
position have occurred after the annual report for the financial year 2019 was presented.
_____________
Stockholm, 1 September 2020
QLIRO GROUP AB (PUBL)
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

4.

STATEMENT BY THE AUDITOR PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 18, SECTION 6, OF THE
SWEDISH COMPANIES ACT

Available in Swedish only

